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The Group of Frogs (Encouragement) 

 

 

 

 

 

As a group of frogs was traveling through the woods, two of them fell into a 
deep pit. When the other frogs crowded around the pit and saw how deep it 
was, they told the two frogs that there was no hope left for them. 

However, the two frogs decided to ignore what the others were saying and 
they proceeded to try and jump out of the pit.  

Despite their efforts, the group of frogs at the top of the pit were still saying 
that they should just give up. That they would never make it out. 

Eventually, one of the frogs took heed to what the others were saying and he 
gave up, falling down to his death. The other frog continued to jump as hard 
as he could. Again, the crowd of frogs yelled at him to stop the pain and just 
die. 

He jumped even harder and finally made it out. When he got out, the other 
frogs said, “Did you not hear us?” 

The frog explained to them that he was deaf. He thought they were            
encouraging him the entire time. 

Moral of the story: 
People’s words can have a big effect on other’s lives. Think about what you 
say before it comes out of your mouth. It might just be the difference between 
life and death. 

Tanishkaa D, 8C 

Jitesh S, 5D 

https://thelife.com/19-ways-to-encourage-others
https://thelife.com/19-ways-to-encourage-others
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Students Achievement  

It becomes a glorious moment for the school when amidst all adversities, students make it 
big for themselves and also bring laurels to the school by constantly upgrading themselves 
and clinching a place for themselves by pursuing their hobbies and interests. 
Mithil L of Grade 9 D had participated in an online MUN conference that was organised by 
II MUN'S Digital Flagship Conference2020. He was a part of the G-20 Committee wherein 
he represented the country of South Korea and received the High Commendation award in 
the same. Hearty Congratulations to him. 

Online MUN Conference organised by II MUN'S Digital Flagship Conference 2020 
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74th Independence Day Celebration 

Despite recent adversities, referring to Covid19 pandemic situation, patriotic spirit did not fall 
short from soaring into everyone’s heart as the country celebrated its 74 th Independence Day.  
Most of the Institutions reached out to all, through online platforms, having virtual flag hoisting. 
At KLE School, Nagarbhavi, the Principal, teaching and non-teaching staff as well as the meni-
al staff showed their gratitude and remembered all the martyrs who sacrificed their lives for the 
nation. They were all physically present , maintaining social distancing,  as the flag was hoisted 
and the National Anthem sung. It was a small affair of fostering our patriotism and everyone felt 
proud as the National Flag fluttered high in the air.    
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Picture Related to Past & Present Generation Children 

Art By: Mrs.Sapna .S. Sheelavant M/O Aadhya S Sheelavant , 1A 

Mrs. Nalina Shankar 
M/O Shaarav Shankar, 
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Maths Teacher 
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A Friend Is A Treasure  

 
A friend is someone we turn to 

when our spirits need a lift. 

A friend is someone we treasure, 

for our friendship is a gift. 

A friend is someone who fills our lives, 

with beauty, joy and grace. 

And make the world we live in, 

a better and happier place. 

                                                                                 
                   -SRUSHTI DESHPANDE, 10D 

A Friend 

You came as a ray of light, 

Made my life cheerful and bright, 

Taking away my complete loneliness, 

And giving me back all the happiness, 

 

A friend is like a star that twinkles and glows,, 

Or maybe like the ocean that gently flows, 

My friendship with you is special and true, 

We are like a straight line which will not bend, 

 

I met you as a stranger, took you as a friend, 

Unlike most blessings for which we pray, 

Friendship is like gold that you should keep as  

treasure, 

And take care of forever and ever. 

  

-Pragna GM, 7E MY PET KITTEN 

 

I have a little pet kitten, 
Whose name is tiny Tim, 
She is so pretty & cute 

But she can't swim. 
 

She is my best friend, 
And our friendship will never end, 
In future she will become cat, 
For sleeping she needs a mat. 
 

She has a musical voice, 
The sound that comes twice, 
She chases the mice, 
So, she is the best and nice. 

-Aditi Prasanna, 5D 

MY SUPER HERO 
 

My hero is my best friend . I adore my best friend because she 
is more like a superhero and less  a friend . HERO is one who 
helps you in any kind of situation. I feel my best friend is not 
like other friends so she has got a perfect title for herself as a " 
SUPER HERO ".  I feel a super hero is very important not only 
in my life but also in everyone's life .My best friend does not 
only help me in studies or sports but also in each and every 
aspect of my life. She is not only a hero or best friend but also 
my role model. I feel if I start writing about her ,I will have no 
words to explain or express how best or superb she is . Lastly, 
I would like to thank my super hero for everything that she has 
done for me from the bottom of my heart and hope she re-
mains my super hero forever .This is a small gift from my side.  

THANK YOU SUPER HERO   

-Labdi Solanki, 8C 
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MORAL STORIES 

 

Three friends and a fisherman 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

A large pond has many fishes living in it. Of all these fishes, three are best friends, who are always to-
gether. They never leave the side of each other. 
One day, a fisherman comes to this pond. Seeing lots of fishes, he invites other fishermen to cast nets. 
The three fishes worry about getting caught and killed by the fishermen. 
The wise fish amongst them says, “We must find another pond and quickly move from here.” While one 
fish agrees, the other one is reluctant as he feels that this pond is their home. He says, “We should not 
behave cowardly, this pond is our home.” 

The other two fish try hard to convince their friend, but they fail. So they decide to part ways and leave 
in search of a new pond. On the following day, when the fishermen arrive, the fish, which was unwilling 
to leave, gets caught and dies. 

Moral Of The Story: 
Always look at the bigger picture and let go of temporary attachments in crisis situations.  
     
                                                                                                                 -Akash Renukaradhya, 4D 

 
 
Christy: Mummy I got 9 out of 10,isn't it good? 

Mummy: That's really good! Keep it up! 
Christy: Ok Mummy. 
The next day Christy kept her mark sheets on the tree of her school then, she went 
to her class to take her notes. 
Christy's teacher: Christy why have you kept your sheets on that tree? 

Christy: Mam, Mummy told me to keep my marks up,so I kept my mark sheets up! 
Christy's teacher: Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha! 
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ಅಮ್ಮ ಮ್ಮ  

ಅಮ್ಮ ನ ಅಮ್ಮ  ಅಮ್ಮ ಮ್ಮ  

ನನನ  ಪ್ರ ೀತಿಯ ಅಮ್ಮ ಮ್ಮ ! 

 

ಅಮ್ಮ ನ ಪ್ರ ೀತಿ ಏಷೆ್ಟ ಷೆ್ಟ  

ನೀನನ ಯಾ ಪ್ರ ೀತಿ ದುಪ್ಪ ಟೆ್ಟ . 

 

ನೀನು ಮಾಡುವ ರವೆ ಉಂಡೆ 

ಆ ದೇವರೆಗೂ ನಾ ಕೊಡೆನಂದೇ 

ಕೊಟೆ್ ರೆ ಸುಮ್ಮ ನ ಇರುತಾನಾ? 

ಭೂಮಿಗೆ ಓಡುತಾಾ  ಬರುತಾನ 

ಇನುನ  ಬೇಕು ಅನುತಾನೇ 

 

ನನನ  ಪ್ರ ೀತಿಯ ಕೈ ತುತುಾ  

ತಿನುನ ತಾ ನಾನು ಮೈ ಮ್ರೆತು 

ಕಳೆದೆನು ನನನ  ಬಾಲ್ಯ ವನು 

ಸವೆಯುತ ನನನ  ಪ್ರ ೀತಿಯನು 

ಬೆಸೆಗೆ ಬರುವುದ ಕಾಯುವೆನು 

ನನನ ನು ಬಂದು ಸೇರುವೆನು 

ದಿನವೂ ಹಾಡಿ ಕುಣಿಯುವೆನು 

ನನನ ಯ ಮ್ಡಿಲ್ಲಿ ನಲಿಯುವೆನು 

 

ಅಮ್ಮ ನ ಅಮ್ಮ  ಅಮ್ಮ ಮ್ಮ  

ನನನ  ಪ್ರ ೀತಿಯ ಅಮ್ಮ ಮ್ಮ ! 

 

- ಹರ್ಷಿತಾ ಉಮೇಶ್ (6 ನೇ ತರಗತಿ, C ವಿಭಾಗ) 

   STEREOTYPES 

                                  Stereotypes do not define 
who we are  
 

Not all poets are lonely and envy, apart 

Broken, dark souls straining for light, 
Outspoken and proud. 
 

Not all musicians struggle with substance, 
Or need to be introverted exhibitionist. 
 

Not all bards are creative genius savants, 
Pressed on to the pulse of passion. 
 

And not all multi talents dance for demons, 
Under the pale mocking moon, 
Resolving life with ellipses. 
 

But if you look, listen and see carefully 

There are still, for statistics sake, 
A foolish few of us, remaining. 
                                   
                                                                                   

     - Vibha.Venkatesh, 10D       

Shakuntala Devi—Human Calculator 
 
Shakuntala Devi was an Indian writer and mental calculator popularly known as Human Com-
puter. Shakuntala Devi was born in Bengaluru, Karnataka in a Kannada Brahmin family. Her 
father worked as trapeze artist. Her father discovered his daughter's ability to memorize num-
bers as she participated in many shows in India. She travelled to London and  participated 
many shows in London. She came back to India in 1960 and married Parikshit Banerjee and 
an IAS officer and had daughter Anupama Banerjee . They got divorced in 1979 due to person-
al problems . She wrote many books like figuring the joy of numbers, puzzles to puzzle you, 
astrology for you, book of numbers in the Wonderland of numbers and the world of homosexu-
als . 

- Niharikaa S,   6A 
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Self Development!  
Some tips to develop and improve yourself in a pandemic. 

By Vedhanth R , 10B 

Work. Everyone is facing a grim time during the current 
pandemic. I’m pretty sure you all need your daily dose 
of motivation to improve yourself, be productive, and 
keep yourself sane during these difficult times.  

Here are some of the tips you can inculcate in your lives to become a better 
you...  

Amplify your strengths 
People don’t hire you, buy from you or recommend you because you’re indifferently aver-
age and well rounded.  
They do it because you’re exceptional at something. 
What if you invested the energy to be even more exceptional at it? 

Selling your time 
We don’t pay surgeons by the hour. 
And if the person who cuts the lawn shows up with a very fast riding mower, we don’t insist on 
paying less because they didn’t have to work as hard. 
Often, what we care about is the work done, not how long it took to do it. 
And yet, some jobs, from law to programming, charge by the hour. 
When you sell your time, you’re giving away your ability to be thoughtful, productive, improv-
ing professionally. 

Two kinds of decisions worth focusing on 

HARD ONES because you know that whatever you choose is possibly the wrong path. Hard 
decisions are hard because you have competing priorities. Hard decisions that happen often are 
probably a sign that the system you’re relying on isn’t stable, which means that the thing you 
did last time might not be the thing you want to do this time. 
EASY ONES because it probably means that you’ve got a habit going. And an unexamined 
habit can easily become a rut, a trap that leads to digging yourself deeper over time. 

What will you do with the time you save? 
Ordering in instead of cooking. 
Working from home instead of commuting. 
Using a dishwasher instead of the sink… 

All that time saved. Now that you’ve got the time back, you get to choose what’s truly im-
portant to you. 
I would like to conclude this by bidding all you readers farewell. 

https://seths.blog/2020/08/two-kinds-of-decisions-worth-focusing-on/
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  सैनिका:               
 

अिेका: सैनिका: देशाय तेषाम ्जीवाि ्यच्छन्तत  
देशीयािाां हृदयाततरािले स्थास्यततीमे सववदा  
 

सवे सोत्त्तमा: वतवततेऽत्र  
तेषामेकाग्रता ि प्रचलत्यत्र तत्र  
 

ते रक्षत्यस्माि ्ददवा निशा च  
ते ि नचततयत्ययांमतयोऽयमपरेनत  
 

ते ि स्मरन्तत स्वजतमगहृां 
इमे ि निद्रान्तत रुदन्तत च  
 

वयां यच्छाम: िमस्काराि ्ते  
इमे प्रनतभान्तत भारतस्य दपवणनमव  

Rashmika Roshan , 
10C  

 
 

Meaning of the Poem : 
 

सरहद पे जाि ददया लाखों िे 
न्जतहें रखेंगे हम सराखों पे  
 

बड़कर है एक से एक यहााँ  
ध्याि इिका ि जाता यहााँ वहााँ  
 

रक्षा करते ददि रात हमारी  
ि भेद रखते तुम्हारी हमारी  
 

घर आाँगि का ख़्याल ि होता  
इिमें कोई ि रोता ि सोता  
 

हमारी सलाम इतहें अपवण है  
आऩ्िर भारत की ये दपवण है  

Rashmika Roshan , 

My brother 

 

Like the bonding with my dad 

Like the bonding with my mom 

Like the bonding with my friend 

Like the bonding with my teacher 

I Didn’t only find the goodness in them 

I found that in a lifetime friend with me  

That’s my brother 

There’s a unique bonding no where you can find in the 
world 

I felt uncomfortable when, he would play or talk with me 

But when he sleeps, I felt so boring and alone 

After that, I felt why should I even get angry on him? 

Instead just agree to whatever he says 

Now, I am happy with my brother 

And I have realized that my brother is my best friend 

And now I feel why I am just thinking about  

this relationship in a bad way but not in a good way 

-Dhruthi Ramesh, 7E 
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Essay on laughter 

Laughter offers a number of positive organic effects on the human body. Strengthens immune 
system, reduces cravings even after pain,  makes people more resistant to pain. Reduces the pres-
sure, stress and increases the flexibility of muscles. 

Recently laughter has been used as a healing method to assist in the speedy recovery of patients. 
15 minutes of laughter every day, can also greatly help the heart and blood vessels. 

Studies have shown that preschoolers laugh up to 400 times a day. Unfortunately, when people 
reach adulthood, the frequency of laughter decreases drastically to 17 times on an average each 
day. 

Benefits of laughter to our physical health 

As already stated in our previous post: 12 quick ways to manage stress at work. Laughter offers 
the following benefits to our physical health:                                                                                                       
Humor and laughter can significantly reduce stress and anxiety. 

 Laughter lowers blood stress hormones such as adrenaline, cortisone, epinephrine and do-
pamine. 

 Promotes the production of health hormones such as endorphins and neurotransmitters. 

 Assist in the production of antibodies that help the body protect against infections 

 Strengths T-lymphocytes that are key pillars of a strong immune system 
Exercises the diaphragm, abdominal and other body muscles so in addition to other benefits the 
opportunity for physical exercise helps the heart and the vascular system. 

In addition: 

Laughter is good for the heart 

Laughter improves the function of the endothelium of arteries. Endothelium is the cell structure 
that covers the lumen of the vessels and is in contact with the circulating blood. The endothelium 
plays an important role in the genesis of atherosclerosis. Basically it is at the level of endothelial 
that atherosclerosis is developed leading to the hardening and narrowing of the arteries. 

Researchers from the University of Maryland conducted tests about the endothelial function of 
arteries in a group, on volunteers with an average age of 33 years. The results showed that when 
the volunteers watched films that made them laugh, the functionality of the endothelium was sig-
nificantly better. This translates into better blood flow in the arteries.          

The observed improvement in the functionality of the endothelium after the laughter was similar 
to that observed after physical exercise. For this reason, researchers believe that laughter has 
about the same beneficial effect on the heart and arteries such as exercise. 

-Continued 

http://www.manageyourlifenow.com/12-Quick-ways-to-manage-stress-at-work/
http://www.manageyourlifenow.com/20-easy-ways-to-boost-your-immune-system/
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Beneficial effects on mental health 

Creates hope  
The psychological and physical relaxation generated by laughter is well known to all. It can draw 
your attention away from things that cause anger, guilt, stress and other negative emotions. It al-
lows you to see difficult situations with a new perspective, more like a challenge rather than a 
threat. 

Creates better relationships 

At the social level, laughter and humor, creates bonds and better relationships with others. Also, 
 because laughter is contagious, if we introduce into our lives more laughter this means it will 
help others in our environment to laugh more, which will have positive repercussions on many 
levels. 

Improves mood 
By improving the mood of those around us laughter and humor reduces not only their own stress 
levels but also ours. In this way the quality of our relationships is improved with benefits for eve-
ryone. 
Creates better working conditions 

Humor, smile and laughter can facilitate communication between employees and managers. They 
can create a work friendly environment where tasks are carried out effectively. 

Laughing at work combats stress and promotes the relaxation of employees. The good mood and 
relaxation promoted by the laughter and good humor can increase efficiency and productivity. It 
must be stressed however that the jokes and other forms of humor should never offend anyone. 

So we see that while laughter has many beneficial effects on mental and physical health, the fre-
quency decreases drastically in adulthood compared to childhood. What can we do about it? 

- Ankit   Sridhar Sadlapur, 10B  

Will You? 

The unknown is not a bad thing 

Not seeing where your life is 

Going to end up keeps you  

On your toes , looking to see 

What’s around the next bend 

 
On the surface it appears simplistic  

But it’s not  

 

The challenges in life determine 

Who will realize their dreams  

And who will be stabbed to death  

By regret and doubts for the  

 

Rest of their lives 

 
Will you stand and fight? 

Will you tackle your challenges ag-
gressively? 

Will you lie and cheat? 

Or will you push through  

Rising to the challenge  

With optimism and determination? 

 
 
 
 
Or will you give up 

Because life is not about being  

Happy all the time, 

 

Things change overtime 

For those who think  

A happy ending is the end  

Think again 

There is always another page, 

Another chance, 

Another chapter to be written 

The happy ending is only a  

Happy pause in life 

There is always more to come….. 

    

                                    - Yukthi Raj, 10C  

                                                                   

http://www.manageyourlifenow.com/how-to-relax-your-brain-10-tips-to-give-your-mind-a-refreshing-start/
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My experience of lockdown 

 

For the first time in the 21st century a complete lockdown was enforced in India due to the entry of the 
dreaded virus named covid-19. It started in Wuhan, China in Dec 2019. It was March when it started 
spreading in India. We were in our last month of 6th grade and were preparing for our final exams. Govern-
ment had announced closure of 1st to 5thgrade classes. 

 My friends and me were very annoyed and jealous about the fact that 1 to 5 grade students did not have 
exams. 

We wore masks, brought sanitizers and washed our hands regularly in school. We were curious every day 
whether there would be school the next day. 

It was the night before my ICT exam that the government had announced holiday for 6th grade. Till late 
night, we were waiting for the SMS from school announcing cancellation of 6th exams.  

The next day our principal announced hat 6th grade exams have been cancelled. We shouted with joy. Then 
we all went home. 

In April, Our Prime Minister had ordered a complete lockdown. Most covid-19 cases were detected in peo-
ple coming from other countries.  

My parents started watching more news. There was panic everywhere. I spent most of the time playing 
with my brother and surfing the internet. April was the month in which lockdown was very strict. The 
whole country came to a standstill. I could not go to my grandparents place. I missed my regular yearly vis-
it to my native place. 

People mostly spent more time with family. We learnt the value of hygiene and washing our hands regular-
ly. We even learnt what are essential items needed for survival. 

We had enough time to learn new things. I learnt how to program in C# 

In May the cases were still under control and Government could track down how  covid-19 was spreading. 
By this time I started getting bored. I mostly watched movies at this time. When I went to my relatives 
house they cracked jokes saying that I have been directly upgraded to 7th grade. Some relatives were jeal-
ous that they never got such a chance to pass without exams. People started travelling and trying to start 
business but lived in fear of the virus.  

By this time businesses were out of money and people were making losses. People had less money in their 
pockets. The government let some shops open and this resulted in more covid-19 cases. The news were 
filled with things like the hospital  ran out of beds and other things.  

In June our online classes started. All the rules for the new way of learning was laid down. The first day 
there were many problems with camera, mic and the internet. With time, technical problems were sorted 
and online class etiquette was also in place. Online classes became normal and learning in new mode be-
came as good as physical classes. However, I miss my friends and the sports activities. 

Overall, Lockdown has been a once in  lifetime experience. Staying healthy and safe is the most important 
goal of 2020.  

 

-Pavan Bhat ,7C 
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Human Rights during Covid –19 times 

 During Covid – 19, the question remains whether people are entitled to their basic human rights 
which the Constitution of India guarantees? 

Yes, there is no doubt that the Government is doing its best to protect and provide its citizens their 
basic rights. However, this is not a time to neglect human rights. 
 During these tough times of the pandemic, more than ever, human rights are needed to navigate 

this crisis, in a way that will allow us, as soon as possible, to focus again on achieving equitable 
sustainable development and sustaining peace. 

Let us all attempt to know more about human rights during a pandemic. 

What are human rights? 

Human rights are the basic rights that does not discriminate people against caste,race, reli-
gion,gender, and color. There are many human rights which are important  during covid19. Some Im-

portant rights are: 

1.  Right to education. 

2. Right to life. 

3. Right to health and 

4. Right to information. 

1.Right to education: In this academic year, many private and well-funded schools are giving online 
classes for their students, however students in government schools are not getting online classes. 

This can be cited as an example of violation of human rights. 

 2. Right to life: During covid, all people should get proper health care, which cannot be ignored. But 
in some hospitals, they are not admitting Covid positive patients and not providing basic emergency 
care. Right to life and right to health and basic human rights must be protected under the constitution 

of India. Such denial of rights is not only wrong, but unethical and inhumane. 

    3. Right to health: In covid,if doctors commit medical negligence, it will be difficult. All hospitals and 
Doctors should try and save lives of people who are positive with covid. 

4.  Right to information: People should get the right information of what is happening in the country, 
few people send fake messages on social media, like if there is covid patient he /she will get 3 lakhs 
from World Health Organization[ WHO] .So many people who need money went to the covid center. 
Hence, we should not believe on such forwards, instead check in the news or in internet and then tell 

the people not to send such messages. Right information is as important as right to education. 

  

———-Conclusion: Human rights is all about our duty. Our duty towards the country, fellow citizens, 
and society. We must respect human rights, like,  paying full salary to our Domestic help which other-
wise would adversely affect their right to employment.   Let us uphold our human dignity by respecting 

our human rights in all aspects. 

  

Thank you -By Avani Bhat- Grade 7 C 
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BEING BEAUTIFUL- A BOON OR A BANE 

 

Sure,when you are beautiful, people give you more attention and no offence, some girls like   
itself-confidence increases, high self-esteem and when you look good, you feel good automati-
cally. 
 

Be it black, brown, fair or extra fair. According to me everyone is beautiful. We people pretend 
to be so modern, but in reality we aren’t. Oh my god that actress is so beautiful. I also want to 
look like her. This is a sentence I have heard from my friends. In a society where people with 
good looks, fair skin are appreciated. For example: actors, actresses, models, sports persons 
etc.      People think its their inner beauty, but after all it is not. Have you ever heard of fair and 
lovely, fair and handsome etc. products which make your skin fair like milk, but sorry to break it 
to some people, it is not true and just a waste of precious money. A beautiful person is some-
one who has a nice smile, kind gesture, helping nature and what not. 

 

Not being beautiful does not justify a person and yes looking presentable is important, but in 
your real way and not by being fake. 

 

-Disha Maloo ,10C 
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HOW! 

It has upright ears to hear danger,  

Never would you want to see its anger. 

 It has sharp teeth for killing the beasts,                           

Never would you want to go near when it rests. 

 It travels in a pack,  

Never come in front or you’ll be it’s snack.                       

Wolf it is called, the warrior of the night,                         

When in front wolf comes,  

One intends to forget left and right.  

In nature they are harmless to humans,  

But when troubled you experience demons.                      

Hear the howl during twilight,  

Or see the yellow eyes in moonlight,  

Mesmerizing are both in their ways,  

Let them live peacefully in their nature place  
-Jinal Ajmera Grade 9D 

Our Mother Earth 

 

As I walk across the earth, 
thousands of things I get to see. 
Birds fly high, soaring higher, 
and on the flowers I hear the buzz of bees. 
 

The sun at the dawn, rises within the hills. 
Mountains covered with snow, 
shining like the crown of silver. 
And the waves touching the cliffs. 
The waterfall flowing down 
the green-blue mountains. 
Rivers forming a dream delta 
before entering the sea. 
 

And while walking on the beach at night, 
I feel the cool and sweet smelling breeze. 
The slashing sound still feels like 
the sound of love and peace. 
The moon over the sea, 
shining like a ball of gold. 
And in every step my eyes hold wonder. 
I bend on my knee 
to thank  mother earth, 
And is the truth. 
it's a great pleasure for me, 
to live in this wonderland. 
                                                         -Shraddha J A, 10C 

DINACHARYA TO BE FOLLOWED IN TIMES 
OF CORONA 

 1.Getting up early in the morning at 6.30 
AM keeps us active and fit  

 2.After brushing, gargling with hot water 
mixed with pinch of salt and turmeric is 
good to prevent Corona 

 3.To keep physically fit and active practice 
yoga /pranayama/dance taught to us in 
school. This helps us to stay fit and concen-
trate on online classes 

 4. Intake of food at proper time with a lot 
of green vegetables and water. 

 5. Avoid junk food and unhealthy food 
habits. 

 6.Do not watch TV for long hours. 

 7.Playing for some time in the evening 
hours. 

 8.Early to bed after brushing and gargling 
again at night . 

 These are few things to be followed by us 
to stay fit and healthy. 

                                            - Shravya Bhat, 3A 
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  Face-to-Face  VS  Distance Communication 

     (It is the most important topic to discuss in the field of education) 

 

“Once upon a time smartphones were not allowed in  schools, but today school itself lies in the 
smartphones.”  This is the most common saying from parents all over the world today. 

In the present situation of pandemic, there is a need of the hour for online communication mainly for 
teachers and students.  This has become an important means of communication at school level in today’s 
times. 

 

Today, the range of online teaching has brought students to an extent that they think that there is no        
necessity of going to schools in future.  But one must remember that online learning cannot enhance the 
quality of teaching students as that of in classrooms.  Teacher-student relationship can be best established 
in a classroom only.  When there is face-to-face communication between the student and teacher, there is 
better understanding of each other.  The teacher knows about the ability of the student and the student 
knows about the hard work of teachers in teaching. 

Classroom teaching enables students to learn life skills and values which are very much required in       
day-to-day life.  It teaches them how to live in society.  Some discipline, manners and morals can also be 
learnt by students in schools. 

 

Online learning also has its own merits.  It shows its convenience and is considered as a low cost mod-
ule.  It also saves time of travelling for students so that they can engage in other indoor activities and can 
equip new skills and become more multitalented.  At the same time, over access to online platforms is not 
healthy for students as their ability to remember and retain information diminishes.  

 

Overall, virtual learning offers a good substitute to classroom learning in the time of emergency but it   
cannot replace the mode of imparting education and knowledge which is done in schools. 

-P Vishnupranav Reddy  ‘10B’ 

   Enid @ K.L.E  - Poem  
 

 
 

      
When  Enid Blyton writes 

The stories shine brights 

There are the Famous Five 

And then there are the Secret Seven 

But I like the Naughtiest Girl 
   
 

 

                                                                                                        
 
 
Elizabeth is the naughtiest 
I find her the sweetest 
Her best friend is Jehn 

She solved a problem of hers 

I wish she and Jehn were my classmates 

In K.L.E Society school where I study. 
 

-Pranathi PrabhanjanTattar, 5A  
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The Truthful Man  

Once there was a CEO of a company and he was about to retire after 10 months . He often thought 
who would he select to be the next CEO of the company . There was an employee named Bill. Once 
the CEO arranged a meeting for all the employees and addressed that he would give a seed to all of 
them and the one who would grow the seed into a big and beautiful plant would become the next 
CEO of the company .  Bill and other employees went to their homes . Bill told his mother whatever 
the CEO said and his mother supported him by watering the pot where the seed was sown everyday 
. After 5 months  Bill saw that the  seed was not growing into a sapling. He waited for another 5 
months . Finally the day came and he told his mother that he would not go to office because his sap-
ling had not grown even a little . His mother told that nothing would happen and asked her son to 
go to office and reveal the truth to the CEO, who may forgive him. Bill agreed to it and took the 
empty pot  to his office . Bill was very nervous  because everybody’s  plant was big and beautiful . 
After sometime the CEO arrived and checked everybody’s plant . The other employees laughed at 
Bill as his seed had not grown. After some-time he  announced the next CEO of the company , “The 
next CEO of the company is Bill”the CEO declared. Bill got very excited on this news . But everyone 
told that Bill’s seed had not grown big and beautiful but the CEO told that he had given everyone a 
boiled seed . But though everyone was unhappy, Bill was very excited . By this story we understand 
that we should always be honest and  truthful , so that we may succeed in our life.   

- Rishabh Ramesh Kinnal , 9B 

 
Dragonfly's Visit In the Space, Aditya L1 Mission and Chandrayaan 3 Mission-  

The fight of the Space 
 

Dragonfly's Visit In the Space, Aditya L1 Mission and Chandrayaan 3 Mission- The fight of the Space. 
The famous space agency NASA(National Aeronautics and Space Administration) is planning a trip to 
a special place. Titan, the largest moon of Saturn is going to be visited by NASA's medium cost ro-
torcraft mission, Dragonfly. This announcement was made by NASA on 27th June 2019. Dragonfly is 
a rotorcraft designed to fly across the skies of the enormous and potentially life- Hosting the moon of 
Saturn. NASA, is preparing to launch the famous 'Dragonfly' in the year 2026 and according to their 
prediction/timeline, it will land on Titan after Eight years. For at least 2.5 years, the probe will survey 
the 5,149.46 km wide moon and gather a variety of data. It is thought that Titan could offer a habita-
ble environment due to a buried ocean of liquid water beneath the moon's icy bedrock. If there is in-
deed life on Titan, The Pride, Dragonfly is going to detect it. But, even our Kohinoor of our Prestigious 
India, ISRO is also trying to gain it's name after the failure of the Chandrayaan 2. It is going to launch 
not 1, but 3 satellites, named Aditya L1, Mars Orbiter Mission 2 and the famous satellite name, which 
has already it's 2 versions, is the Chandrayaan, which is launching Chandrayaan 3 with the Aditya 
and MOM 2(Mars Orbiter Mission 2)  Satellites in different places. The interesting thing is that these 3 
satellites are going to 3 different planets! Mars Orbiter Mission 2 is going to reach Mars for the second 
time by 2024. Aditya L1 is going to study the Sun's Corona( outermost part of Sun's atmosphere) 
which is expected to launch at the end of 2020. Chandrayaan 3, Our pride, is going to the planet also 
referred to as 'Morning Star/ Evening Star', Venus. By now, everyone wish is to see the space, be an 
astronaut, work in ISRO, as I like to work in ISRO, would be our future scientists of  India and make 
many rockets like our Chandrayaan 3, MOM 2, Aditya L1 etc. being a part of our nation's pleasure 
and honour.             
                                                                                                              - Satvik Bangalore Srikanth, 6C 
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Stan Lee – An Actual Marvel     Source- Wikipedia 

This article is about the famous comics’ creator, Stan Lee, who helped create the Marvel Cinematic Universe, 
Marvel Comics Universe, etc. 
Stan Lee was an American comic book writer, editor, publisher and producer. He rose through the ranks of a 
family-run business to become Marvel Comics’ primary creative leader for two decades, leading its expansion 
from a small division of a publishing house to a multimedia corporation that dominated the comics industry. 
In collaboration with others at Marvel—particularly co-writer/artists Jack Kirby and Steve Ditko —he co-
created numerous popular fictional characters, including superheroes Spider-Man, the X-Men, Iron Man, Thor, 
the Hulk, Black Widow, the Fantastic Four, Black Panther, Daredevil, Doctor Strange, Scarlet Witch and Ant-
Man. The superheroes he created seemed more meaningful and realistic. In doing so, he pioneered a more nat-
uralistic approach to writing superhero comics in the 1960s, and in the 1970s he challenged the restrictions of 
the Comics Code Authority, indirectly leading to changes in its policies. 
Stanley Martin Lieber was born on December 28, 1922, in Manhattan, New York City, in the apartment of his 
Romanian-born Jewish immigrant parents, Celia and Jack Lieber. He had one younger brother named Larry 
Lieber.  He said in 2006 that as a child he was influenced by books and movies, particularly those with Errol 
Flynn playing heroic roles. By the time Mr. Lee was in his teens, the family was living in an apartment at 1720 
University Avenue in The Bronx. He attended DeWitt Clinton High School in The Bronx. In his youth, Mr. Lee 
enjoyed writing and entertained dreams of writing ‘The Great American Novel’ one day. He said that in his 
youth, he worked such jobs like writing obituaries for a news service and press releases for the National Tu-
berculosis Center; delivering sandwiches for the Jack May pharmacy to offices in Rockefeller Center; working 
as an office boy for a trouser manufacturer; ushering at the Rivoli Theater on Broadway; and selling subscrip-
tions to the New York Herald Tribune. At fifteen, Mr. Lee entered a high school essay sponsored by the New 
York Herald Tribune, called ‘The Biggest New of the Week Contest.’ He claimed to have won the prize for 
three straight weeks, goading the newspaper to write him and let someone else win. The paper suggested he 
look into writing professionally, which Mr. Lee claimed “probably changed my life”. He graduated from high 
school early, aged sixteen and a half, in 1939 and joined the WPA Federal Theatre Project. 
He married Joan Clayton Boocock, originally from Newcastle, England, on December 5, 1947, and in 1949, the 
couple bought a house in Woodmere, New York, on Long Island, living there through 1952. Their daughter Joan 
Celia “J.C.” Lee was born in 1950. Another daughter, Jan Lee, died a few days after her birth in 1953. 
The Stan Lee Foundation was founded in 2010 to focus on literacy, education, and the arts. Its stated goals 
include supporting programs and ideas that improve access to literacy resources, as well as promoting diversi-
ty, national literacy, culture and the arts. Mr. Lee donated portions of his personal effects to the University 
of Wyoming at various times, between 1981 and 2001. 
Mr. Lee eventually retired from convention appearances by 2017. On July 6, 2017, his wife, Joan, died of com-
plications from a stroke. She was 95 years old. Mr. Lee died on November 12, 2018, six weeks before his 96th 
birthday at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Los Angeles, California, after being rushed there in a medical 
emergency earlier in the day.  
Roy Thomas, who succeeded Mr. Lee as editor-in-chief at Marvel, had visited Mr. Lee two days prior to his 
death to discuss the upcoming book ‘The Stan Lee Story’, and stated “I think he was ready to go. But he was 
still talking about doing more cameos.” Stan was always up to do some more cameos. He got a kick out of that 
more than anything else. 
In the late 1950s, DC Comics editor Julius Schwartz revived the superhero archetype and experienced a sig-
nificant success with its updated version of the Flash, and later with super-team the Justice League of Ameri-
ca. In response, publisher Martin Goodman assigned Mr. Lee to come up with a new superhero team. Mr. Lee ’s 
wife suggested that he experiment with stories he preferred, as he was planning on changing careers and had 
nothing to lose. Mr. Lee acted on that advice, giving his superheroes a flawed humanity, a change from the ide-
al archetypes that were typically written for preteens. Before this, most superheroes were idealistically per-
fect people with no serious, lasting problems. He introduced complex, naturalistic characters who could have 
bad tempers, fits of melancholy, and vanity; they bickered among themselves, worried about paying their bills 
and impressing people, got bored or were sometimes even physically ill. To maintain his workload and meet his 
deadlines, he used a system that was used previously by many comic-book studios, but due to his success with 
it, it became known as the Marvel Method. He would first brainstorm a story with the artist and then prepare 
a brief synopsis rather than a full script. Based on the synopsis, the artist would fill the allotted number of 
pages by determining and drawing the panel-to-panel storytelling. After the artist turned in penciled pages, 
Mr. Lee would write the word balloons and captions, then oversee the lettering and coloring.  
Mr. Lee has achieved many things in his long life, and a list, if prepared, would be enormous. All the Marvel and 
DC fans out there are enjoying his comic books even after his death. Long Live Stan Lee- A True Marvel. 
FUN FACT: The Marvel/ Stan Lee fans are called ‘True Believers’! 

- Aaruhi Vikas Uppin, 6A 
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RACISM 

What is up with the world lately? I mean with all the technological, scientific, industrial and edu-

cational advancements - I thought there would be no false social practices. Well, I'm wrong. 

RACISM is being brought to light again by some really terrible and awful people. Racism is a so-

cial malpractice which is followed by some disagreeable people. Shockingly, the recent inci-

dent which took place in America - where an innocent (George Floyd) was killed by the police 

just because of his "skin colour" has raised awareness around the globe about racial disparities. 

This incident created a global awareness about the ongoing racism, discrimination and preju-

dice - which everyone or most of them thought was reduced long ago. Many protests, strikes 

and peace camps were started by people across the country for  justice towards those who 

were being treated inferior. This antagonism hostility is almost spread worldwide, and is nothing 

less than a pandemic or a slow poison to the whole community. One question to all the racists 

out there - what can you decide about a person judging by the colour of their skin or the caste 

to which they belong or what religion they follow? Just because the man is a black, for instance, 

you just abuse him and kill him? What has the poor person done for you to take such amateurish 

decisions or actions?  

     The so called "Racists" should be treated the same way as they treat the others. Only then will 

they understand that this beautiful world is of only one race, which is - the HUMAN RACE. What 

can a person gain by insulting, assaulting, abusing a person from a different race? Is it the fun or 

the pleasure or the happiness? Well, then - hear me out - go and feed the poor on the streets, 

donate to the orphans, raise a fund and help those in need, spend the time with your family and 

friends - and look at the happy faces you get to witness; what more do you need to experience 

the bliss and the pleasure? Racism tears the justice and equality of the nation, and should defi-

nitely be stitched back together to the national fabric by being united through the voices of the 

world.  

    Bringing an end to this deadly discrimination which is nothing less than an increase in the na-

tional development and growth. Racism should be reduced as much as possible as it is such a 

hateful and a horrendous practice. Everyone in the nation should come forward and raise their 

voices to eliminate racism. Awareness about the same should be done internationally. Doing so 

and achieving it at the same time, would take us a step forward to  world peace. None should 

judge a person by his appearance or race, his heart and soul is what matters. Look and reckon 

by the person's kindness and not by colour of the skin. Change is required to eradicate the fatal 

discrimination, and the change can come only if we are brave, courageous and strong to take 

the first step towards creating a new world without any social malpractices. Racism is a darkness, 

and the darkness cannot be removed by the dark itself - it needs light. We are the light and we 

can strike out the darkness and bring the whole world together not by any different race - but as 

HUMANS. 


